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A Complete Guide to Quality in Small-Scale Wine MakingAcademic Press, 2013

	As the wine industry has experienced a period of rapid global expansion, there is a renewed emphasis on quality and consistency even within the small winery industry. Written for the small production program, A Complete Guide to Quality in Small-Scale Wine Making is for the novice to intermediate level winemaker seeking...


		

Der Künstlermanagementvertrag: Erscheinungsbild, Vertragstypologie und rechtliche Untersuchung des Vertragsverhältnisses zwischen Künstler und Manager im Bereich der Musik (German Edition)Springer, 2013

	Das Buch befasst sich mit der Vertragspraxis und den Rechtsfragen des Künstlermanagementvertrages im Musikbereich. Schwerpunkt des ersten Teils ist eine umfassende Vertragsanalyse der typischen Regelungen und Pflichtenprogramme zwischen Künstlern und Managern anhand von Praxis- und Musterverträgen. Im zweiten Teil wird die...


		

Programming Ruby 1.9 & 2.0: The Pragmatic Programmers' Guide (The Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Ruby is the fastest growing and most exciting dynamic language out there. If you need to get working programs delivered fast, you should add Ruby to your toolbox.

		

		This book is the only complete reference for both Ruby 1.9 and Ruby 2.0, the very latest version of Ruby.

		

		2013 marks the 20th...







		

.Net Framework 4.5 Expert Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	.Net is an architecture neutral and programming language agnostic framework that caters to all requirements, varying from business solutions to multiplayer online 3D games. Version 4.5 added many new features to help with the development of robust and user-friendly solutions. This book will teach you the new features as well as the advanced...


		

Managing Startups: Best Blog PostsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want salient advice about your startup, you’ve hit the jackpot with this book. Harvard Business School Professor Tom Eisenmann annually compiles the best posts from many blogs on technology startup management, primarily for the benefit of his students. This book makes his latest collection available to the broader...



		

Programming iOS 7O'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re grounded in the basics of Objective-C and Xcode, this practical guide takes you through the components you need for building your own iOS apps. With examples from real apps and programming situations, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate view controllers, and use iOS frameworks for adding features such...







		

Getting Started with Greenplum for Big Data AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Big Data started off as a technology buzzword rapidly growing into the headline agenda of several corporate strategies across industry verticals. With the amount of structured and unstructured data available to organizations exploding, analysis of these large data sets is increasingly becoming a key basis of competition, productivity growth,...


		

Artificial Organic Networks: Artificial Intelligence Based on Carbon NetworksSpringer, 2013

	This monograph describes the synthesis and use of biologically-inspired artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs) for approximation models associated with machine learning and a novel computational algorithm with which to exploit them. The reader is first introduced to various kinds of algorithms designed to deal with approximation problems and...


		

BizTalk 2013 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in BizTalk)Apress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 Recipes provides ready-made solutions to BizTalk Server 2013 developers. The recipes in the book save you the effort of developing your own solutions to common problems that have been solved many times over. The solutions demonstrate sound practice, the result of hard-earned wisdom by those who have gone before.

...






		

The Role of Sphingolipids in Cancer Development and Therapy, Volume 117 (Advances in Cancer Research)Academic Press, 2013

	Advances in Cancer Research provides invaluable information on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research. This thematic volume looks at "The Role of Sphingolipids in Cancer Development and Therapy"

	
		Provides invaluable information on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research

...

		

Space-Time Design of the Public City (Urban and Landscape Perspectives)Springer, 2013

	Time has become an increasingly important topic in urban studies and urban planning. The spatial-temporal interplay is not only of relevance for the theory of urban development and urban politics, but also for urban planning and governance. The space-time approach focuses on the human being with its various habits and routines in the city....


		

Atlassian Confluence 5 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Centralize all your organization’s documentation in one place using Confluence. From installation to using add-ons, this is a complete, user-friendly tutorial that assumes virtually no prior knowledge.


	Overview

	
		Create and manage project documentation with Confluence
	
		Share and...
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